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The goal of a transform is to build an efficient representation of signal content. Typ-
ically, we would like to concentrate signal energy into a small number of coefficients.
Such energy compactors forms the backbone of audio, image, and video coding algo-
rithms (e.g. MP3, JPEG, and MPEG). The compact representation is also useful in
a variety of data processing tasks including denoising, compressed sensing recovery
of data points, and feature selection. The sparse representation of data is induced
by using a frequency domain representation such as the Fourier transform or one
of its variants (e.g. Discrete Cosine Transform). A major drawback of the Fourier
transform is that it does not provide correspondence between the frequency content
and spatial coordinates. The wavelet transform attempts to remedy this problem by
dividing the signal into different frequency bands and analyzing each band locally.
Wavelets generate sets of coefficients where each set holds the spatial content relevant
to a unique frequency band. Wavelet frequency divisions are mostly non-adaptive and
independent from the signal content. In 2D and higher dimensions, wavelet frequency
divisions are shaped as squares or rectangles of different sizes. Such divisions limit
the directional selectivity of wavelets. The curvelet transform [14, 13, 40] and other
directional transforms [31, 26, 35] introduce directional frequency tilings. Figure 1
illustrates curvelets tiling of the frequency domain.
Little attention has been given in the literature to the dependency between signal
content and the optimal frequency domain tiling. The number of frequency divisions
and their locations are regularly selected without regard to signal activity. In the
proposed research, our goal is to address the problem of frequency domain tiling
1
Figure 1: Default curvelet tiling of the frequency domain.
adaptation using the curvelet transform as a basis algorithm. The curvelet transform
has shown successful performance improvements in a wide range of application areas
including denoising [59, 53, 61], image fusion [17], edge enhancement [46], compressed
sensing data recovery[33], deconvolution [28], texture analysis [5], face recognition
[44, 66], and content-based image retrieval [60].
A plot of a curvelet coefficient in the spatial domain is shown in Figure 2. The
curvelet transform represents images as a combination of such needle-shaped direc-
tional elements. Figure 3 presents a sample image and a plot of its default curvelet
coefficients. The sample image contains a number of lines at different directions.
Curvelet coefficients representing the sample image are shown at three different scales.
The inner most level contains a smoothed version of the input image. The second
and third levels show line segments included in the sample image, in different curvelet
tiles depending on the orientation of the lines. The second curvelet level includes four
different wedges per quadrant. The third level includes eight wedges. The empty
blocks in the third level indicate curvelet wedges with marginal activity. The third
level line segments are smoother and thinner than the line segments in the second
level.
2
Figure 2: A curvelet element in the spatial domain.
In this dissertation, we will adapt the number, size, and locations of curvelet tiles
according to denoising performance. The PSNR (Peask Signal to Noise Ratio) of the
resultant image is used as the criteria for performance. Besides the clear advantage
of developing better denoising algorithms, curvelet tiles trained using denoising pro-
vide a better representation of image features. This allows the use of denoising-based
tilings in other applications. The method developed in the dissertation introduces
a toolkit capable of customizing curvelets to other goals (classification, compressed
sensing,...etc.). Naturally, the approach used in this work can be extended to other
directional transforms and to the broader family of wavelets and wavelet-like trans-
forms. An alternate optimization cost function that eliminates the training step when
dealing with seismic and other unique data sets is also derived in this dissertation.
The developed adaptation procedure is applied to a number of different application
areas. Adaptive curvelets are used to solve the problem of sparse data recovery from
subsampled measurements. Performance comparison with default curvelets demon-
strates the effectiveness of the adaptation scheme. Adaptive curvelets are also used in
the development of a novel image similarity index. The developed measure succeeds
in retrieving correct matches from a variety of textured materials. Furthermore, an
3
Figure 3: Plot of curvelet coefficients for a sample image [1]. (a) Original image.
(b) Plot of its curvelet coefficients. The coefficients are normalized and rescaled for
visualization purposes.
algorithm for classifying different types of seismic activities is presented.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. The next chapter pro-
vides an overview of wavelets and directional transforms. The chapter concludes with
an overview of the curvelet transform and its technical details. Chapter III presents
the developed set of algorithms that are used to search for optimal curvelet tilings.
The chapter concludes with experimental results demonstrating the performance of
adaptive curvelets in denoising seismic and face images. In Chapter IV, a sparsity-
based method for recovery of seismic traces from subsampled data will be presented.
The results obtained indicate that for seismic data recovery, adaptive curvelets out-
perform default curvelets. Furthermore, in Chapter V an image similarity index
based on adaptive curvelets is introduced. Adaptive curvelets are shown to succeed
in retrieving correct matches from different classes of textured data sets. Examples
of these classes include granite, fabric and seismic data sets. An alternate training
cost function is presented in Chapter VI, where we show that with certain data sets
maximizing the coefficient of variation can be an efficient cost function for use in the
4
search for the optimal frequency domain tiling. Conclusions and a view of future




In this chapter, we will present a literature survey of different transforms used in
representing localized frequency content of signals and images. The survey includes an
overview of the major developments in this line of research including: time-frequency
representations, the standard wavelet transform, directional transforms and signal
dependent transforms. The chapter concludes by providing technical details of the
curvelet transform, setting the stage for the next chapter where curvelet parameters
are adapted.
2.1 Non-Adaptive Transforms
2.1.1 Time-Frequency Representations and Wavelets
The standard Fourier transform is well suited to study the global time-independent
characteristics of signals. However, in many applications we would like to know local
time dependent properties of the signal of interest. The Short Time Fourier Transform
(STFT) multiplies the function to be transformed by a window, which is nonzero only
over a short amount of time, to obtain the frequency content of certain locations of







where x(τ) is the signal of interest, and t and f are the time and frequency indices of
the time-frequency representation. An extensive review of time-frequency represen-
tations is given in [8, 18].
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One critical limitation of the Gabor transform and the STFT is the fixed scale
size in the smoothing window. Wavelets are proposed as functions that provide a
systematic way of dividing the data into different frequency partitions, and multiply
each partition with a matched scaled window. Using wavelets, the division of fre-
quency content depends on the frequency range. Higher frequency bands are coupled
with larger smoothing windows. Biological evidence establishes connections between
multi-resolution filter analysis and the visual cortex [23, 24]. Mathematically, the









where a and b are the scale and translation parameters, respectively, and ψ is the
wavelet function.
2.1.2 The Two-Dimensional Wavelet Transform
Wavelet coefficients for a given input image are computed using an iterative applica-
tion of 1D low pass and high pass filters. The low passed component at each scale is
used as the basis of the next iteration. Redundancy is avoided by downsampling the
filtered coefficients by a factor of two. In order to ensure perfect recovery from the
generated coefficients, the filters are designed to satisfy a number of mathematical
properties [22, 41]. Wavelet representation allows for a form of directional selectivity
as illustrated in Figure 4. Where the letters L and H in each quadrant denotes the
filters used in generating the coefficients. The first letter in each expression is for the
columns filter, while the second is for the rows filter. An example of applying the 2D
Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) to a sample image is shown in Figure 5. The 2D
wavelet transform is included in the JPEG 2000 image compression standard. The
standard uses Daubechies 9/7 wavelets for lossy compression [4], and the 5/3 LeGall
wavelet [38], which has rational coefficients, for lossless compression.
7
Many variants of the above algorithm have been proposed in the wavelet litera-
ture. Examples include: the dual tree complex wavelet transform [55], undecimated
wavelets [58], and the use of the Laplacian pyramid [12] for scale separation.
Figure 4: Dyadic wavelet decomposition and directional selectivity.
Figure 5: Wavelet decomposition of image Cameraman.
2.1.3 Directional Transforms
Different approaches to increase the directional selectivity of wavelet have been pro-
posed in the literature. Gabor wavelets, for example, generalized the Gabor transform
by using it in a multiscale approach with rotation parameters. The gabor wavelet
function, as proposed in [39], is described in the frequency domain by:
8







where wx and wy are the horizontal and vertical frequency domain coordinates, wx0
and wy0 are the centers of each Gabor tile, and σ and β are the standard deviations
of the elliptical Gaussian used in forming the frequency domain divisions. Figure 6
shows an illustration of a possible tiling achieved using this scheme.
Figure 6: Gabor Wavelets and their coverage of the frequency plane.
Steerable wavelets [56, 29] capture directional information through the use of
oriented partial derivative operators. The orientations are determined by angles, θi.
Figure 7 shows a three scales steerable wavelet decomposition of a white desk.
Figure 7: Steerable wavelet decomposition of a white desk with a grey surrounding.
Another class of directional transforms is motivated by recent results in approxi-
mation theory. It includes the Curvelet, Controulet [26], and Shearlet transforms [31].
9
The three directional transforms share an anisotropic scaling relationship, where the
length of the filter’s support in the frequency domain is approximately equal to the
square of its width. Using dyadic decomposition the relationship between the length
and the width is constructed to preserve:
width ≈ 2j/2 , length ≈ 2j, (4)
where j is the scale number. Figure 8 graphically illustrates curvelets anisotropic
tiling of the frequency space. The tiles shown in this figure are constructed to obey
(4).
Figure 8: Curvelet’s polar tiling of the frequency space.
Let the n-term partial reconstruction error be the error in approximating an image
f by the largest n-term transform coefficients. Define a C2 curve to be a curve with
continuous first and second derivative. Given a smooth image with discontinuities
along its C2 edges (cartoon-like image), its n-term Fourier approximation error obeys:
‖f − fn‖2 ≤ Cn−1/2, n→∞, (5)
where C is a constant that depends on the highest magnitude transform coefficient.
A wavelet representation improves the decay ratio. The approximation error using a
10
wavelet basis becomes:
‖f − fn‖2 ≤ Cn−1, n→∞. (6)
In [14], the authors introduce non-adaptive curvelets and mathematically prove
that the polar tiling shown in Figure 8 outperforms the wavelet decay ratio. Curvelets
decay ratio was shown to obey:
‖f − fn‖2 ≤ Cn−2 (log n)3, n→∞. (7)
2.2 Adaptive Transforms
2.2.1 Wavelet Packets and Best Basis Selection
Coifman et. al. [19] introduced the notion of wavelet packets in 1992. While the
multi-scale wavelet transform applies the filtering operation only to the low-passed
component of each level, the wavelet packet trees of transforms include filtering op-
erations applied to all the components generated at each level. A wavelet packet is
the set of all the transforms allowed by the recursive use of DWT filtering operations.
Figure 9(a) illustrates the DWT’s frequency domain tiling. In Figure 9(b) an example
of a possible wavelet packet tiling is shown. The division shown in Figure 9.b allows
finer representation for the outer corner elements, and for scales HL1 and LH2 which
were halved. Coifman et. al. proposed minimizing the entropy of wavelet coefficients
as a cost function guiding the selection of the best wavelet basis. The adaptivity
provided by wavelet packets is limited, due to the non-directionality of the transform
and the fixed scale locations, which we define as the boundary points that determine
where each frequency division starts or ends.
2.2.2 Pre-and post-transform adaptive operations
Several authors introduced adaptivity by operations applied prior and after the di-
vision of signal content into unique subbands. For example, the Easy Path Wavelet
Transform (EPWT) [50] divides the input image into 1D paths chosen to maximize the
11
(a) (b)
Figure 9: Wavelet and wavelet packets coverage of the frequency domain: (a) Wavelet
transform tiling and (b) a possible wavelet packet tiling. Scale locations are denoted
by the yellow markers,⊕.
correlations between its data points. Next, the transform applies a standard wavelet
transform to the acquired paths. In [16], the arrangement of inputs to the wavelet
transform is designed to minimize a coding cost function. Similar pre-transform adap-
tive ideas are proposed in [43, 36]. Bandlets [42] present an example of post-wavelet
adaptation, where the geometric flow of wavelet coefficients is parameterized.
It is worth noting, that the algorithms belonging to the categories presented in
this section can possibly benefit from the adaptive scheme presented in this disserta-
tion. For example, EPWT wavelet’s machinery handles vectors with highly correlated
entries and a better representation of such vectors can be obtained using customized
frequency domain tilings.
2.3 The Curvelet Transform
2.3.1 Flow of the Algorithm
The first step in computing the Curvelet transform of in image is to apply the 2D
fast Fourier transform (FFT). The Fourier plane is constructed so that the center
frequency (i.e. D.C. value) is located at the center of the plane. Next, the FFT
plane is divided into tiles as shown in Figure 10. The inner most level (Scale 0) is not
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directional. Periodic extension is used in the outer scale to reduce boundary artifacts.
In this figure, the plane is divided into five scales with Scale 0 covering the lowest
frequency components.
Figure 10: Default curvelet tiling. A five scales decomposition is shown. Each scale
is divided into 16× 2d(j−1)/2e wedges, where j is the scale number.
To reduce boundary artifacts each curvelet wedge is smoothed in the four direc-
tions. The smoothing is performed in an overlapping manner, where each smoothing
function covers two neighboring wedges. This overlapping scheme is used to reduce
blocking artifacts. The smoothed region belonging to two neighboring wedges, in-
cludes all Fourier transform plane coordinates smoothed by the smoothing functions.
Each Fourier transform coefficient value p in the smoothing region between two wedges
is multiplied by smoothing functions U1 and U2 (Figure 11). pU1 is used in computing
the coefficients representing the first wedge. Similarly, pU2 is used in computing the
coefficients representing the second wedge.
Perfect recovery from the coefficients is made possible by ensuring that the smooth-
ing functions are normalized, so that the following property holds [13]:
U21 + U
2
2 = 1. (8)
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Figure 11: Two complementary smoothing functions U1 and U2 shown in red and
blue respectively.
Curvelet coefficients are computed by taking the inverse FFT of each smoothed
wedge. Taking the inverse FFT on these non-rectangular wedges can be performed by
a “wrapping” operation. In this step, every wedge is localized inside a parallelogram.
Figure 12 shows a smoothed curvelet tile along with its parallelogram-shaped support
region.
Figure 12: A smoothed curvelet tile shown with its parallelogram-shaped support
region. Function values decrease from 1 to 0 as color changes from red to blue.
Using the periodicity of the Fourier transform, the 2D plane is tiled with copies
of this parallelogram in a manner similar to what is shown in Figure 13. Note that
the same plane tiling can equivalently be generated using copies of the rectangu-
lar region surrounding the origin. This allows us to compute the inverse FFT of the
parallelogram-shaped region by computing the inverse FFT of the rectangle surround-
ing the origin with the parallelogram’s length and height.
Another possible method for taking the inverse FFT involves using a shear and an
interpolation procedure and is detailed in [13]. The inverse curvelet transform works
by “reversing” forward transform operations. The flow of the forward and inverse
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Figure 13: The inverse FFT of the parallelogram-shaped regions is computed by
taking the inverse FFT of the shaded rectangular region surrounding the origin.
curvelet algorithms is summarized in Figure 14.
Figure 14: Summary of (a) Forward curvelet transform (b) Inverse curvelet trans-
form.
Contourlets [26] and Shearlets [31] provide alternate implementations of the anisotropic
tiling relationship shown in (4). Contourlets implements a curvelet-like tiling of the
frequency domain using filtering and downsampling operations in the spatial domain.
The Shearlet transform is based on the pseudo-polar DFT, which allows a convenient
method for taking the inverse Fourier transform of directional tiles (i.e. eliminating
the wrapping procedure).
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2.3.2 Default Parameter Values
Scales are distributed in a dyadic manner where each scale is larger in size than the
previous one by a factor of two. The outer most level is chosen to be one third of the
size of the image. The number of scales J is dependent on image dimensions N1 and
N2, and is given by
J = dlog2(min(N1, N2)− 3)e, (9)
where d*e is the ceiling function. The number of divisions per scale is equal to
16×2d(j−1)/2e, where j is the scale index. In the next chapter, different strategies will
be used to adapt default curvelet parameter values with the goal of finding the set of




Adaptive curvelets alter the number, size, and locations of curvelet tiles according to
a given cost function. The frequency-domain tiling that generates the best improve-
ment in the cost function value is considered optimal. In denoising-based adaptive
curvelets the cost function is denoising performance as measured by PSNR or a sim-
ilar performing measure. Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with zero mean
and standard deviation σ is added to the input image. Next, a value for the number
decomposition scales is chosen by the proposed scale selection algorithm. This will
be followed by search algorithms finding the optimal scale locations and number of
angular divisions for each scale/quadrant pair. The algorithms converge returning
the optimal curvelet tiling for the given image.
The optimization problem characterizing denoising-based adaptive curvelets can




where I is the input image, ÎD(S,A) is the denoised image. This image is obtained
using adaptive curvelets described by parameters S and A, S is a 2 × J matrix
describing adaptive curvelet scale locations, A is a 2 × J matrix that determines the
number of angular decompositions used in each curvelet scale/quadrant pair. J is the
number of scales used in curvelet decomposition. S and A matrices have two rows
referencing the two curvelet quadrants over which computation of curvelet coefficients
is performed. PSNR(I, Î) is function that computes the peak signal to noise ratio
between images I and Î. The denoising algorithm used in this work is described in
the next section. This is followed by sections describing the algorithms used to search
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for a solution of (10).
3.1 The Cost Function: Denoising Performance
A number of methods to guide the choice for optimal transform parameters were
recently proposed in the literature. For example, Grouplets [43], Direction-adaptive
wavelets [16], and Tetrolets [36] search for parameters that minimize the l1-norm of
transform coefficients. This approach is not applicable to our problem since adapting
curvelet tiles will change the total number of coefficients. The l1-norm is not defined
between vectors with different lengths. The proposed cost function relies instead on
denoising performance.
Using denoising performance as a cost function provide a number of advantages.
First, it is a function that has direct connection to the quality of the reconstructed
image. This is a desired feature that can, as will be shown in this dissertation,
permits the use of denoising-based tilings in a number of other applications. Curvelet-
based denoising is also an efficient function that runs in about 1-2 seconds in modern
computers. This low computational cost reduces the overall running time of the
search algorithm.
In order to apply the cost function, the input image is contaminated with additive
white gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and standard deviation σ. Guidelines
for choosing the optimal value of σ will be provided in Section 3.7. Denoising per-
formance is measured by PSNR or the logarithm of the mean squared error (log
(MSE)). In general, curvelet tilings found by the search algorithm did not change
much by varying the amount of noise used in searching for the optimal curvelet tiling.
However, the value of σ must not overpower the underlying image or be negligible
when compared to image variations.
Similar to wavelets, Gaussian noise can be eliminated in the curvelet domain using
thresholding methods. The thresholding algorithm used in this work [59] applies a
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simple monte-carlo simulation to estimate a wedge dependant noise standard devia-
tion from the estimate of noise standard deviation σ corrupting the original image.
The local noise level for wedgej,l σj,l for scale decomposition S and angular decom-
position A is estimated by applying the curvelet transform with the same scale and
angular decomposition to a white noise image with σ noise level. The wedge de-
pendant noise standard deviation is computed using the generated coefficients. This
local noise estimation can be repeated for a few more iterations to reach a reliable
estimate. Let ĉ be the noisy curvelet coefficients. Restored image coefficients c are
given by hard-thresholding according to the following equation:
c = ĉ, if |ĉ| ≥ kσj,l (11)
c = 0, if |ĉ| < kσj,l, (12)
where k = 4 for the outer scale, and is equal to three otherwise. k values were deter-
mined experimentally. Varying these values allows for a balance between denoising
blurring artifacts and accurate noise removal.
3.2 Scale Selection Algorithm: Number of decomposition
scales
A connected region of high magnitude FFT values is observed in the center of the
frequency plane of most natural images. An example of such activity is shown in
Figure 15. The figure shows a plot of FFT log-magnitudes for two images. FFT
values decrease as color changes from red to blue.
To achieve a better representation of the signal of interest, it is preferable to avoid
dividing such connected regions into tiles while applying the curvelet transform. We
developed a heuristic algorithm to determine the number of scales guided by this
observation. The algorithm works as follows:
Step 1 define a quantity called mid-range mR, as follows:
mR ,
√
max |FFT value| ×min |FFT value|
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Figure 15: Barbara and Peppers images and their corresponding FFT log magnitude
plots. FFT values decrease as color changes from red to blue.
Step 2 let D = Dinitial = 5. This is the smallest possible value for the size of the
inner most curvelet level.
Step 3 set a square surrounding the origin of the frequency domain with a diagonal
length equal to D pixels
Step 4 if any FFT magnitude value within the square is smaller than the mid-range
value, exit the algorithm and return D = D− 2. Otherwise, go to step 5
Step 5 set D = D + 2 and return to step 3
The optimal number of decomposition scales is found using the value D computed
in step 4 above. Using dyadic scaling the optimal number of scales J is computed as
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follows:
J = d(log2(max(N1, N2)− 1)− (log2D − 1)e (13)









where N1 and N2 are the image vertical and horizontal dimensions respectively. Equa-
tion (13) computes the difference between the number of scales needed to reach the
origin of the frequency domain from the edge of the image, and the number of scales
needed to reach the origin from the edge of the coarsest level square. The operator
d*e is the ceiling function.
Seismic and finger print data are two examples of images that do not exhibit the
centered impulse behavior. A small value of D can detect such cases, where equation
(9) is used instead for selecting the number of scales.
This algorithm was tested on 500 test images acquired by crawling the website
DPChallenge.com. Four hundred and sixty five images were found to have a cen-
tered impulse region. Those images were corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with σ=25. A sample of these images is shown in Figure 16.
The scale selection algorithm generates denoising improvements in 83.0% of cases.
In images where adaptive curvelets outperform default curvelets, the average improve-
ment in PSNR is 0.20dB . Average PSNR improvement over all images is found to
equal 0.095dB. The number of scales chosen by the scale selection algorithm is going
to be used as the basis for further improvements achieved by the remaining parts of
the optimization algorithm.
It is noteworthy that the size of the centered impulse response is observed to
have a relationship with image quality. For many distortion types, distorted images
typically have a smaller impulse region size. Figure 17 shows a sample image from
the 2008 Tampere Image Database (TID) [51] along with two distorted versions of
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Figure 16: Sample of the images used to test the scale selection algorithm shown
with the corresponding D values and image sizes.
the image. Figure 17(b) show the sample image corrupted with spatially correlated
noise. In Figure 17(c) the sample image is corrupted with quantization noise. In the
original image, the size of the centered impulse region D is equal to 25. As shown
in Figure 17, the addition of noise reduces the value of D to 23 for the spatially
correlated noise image. The value of D is reduced to 19 in the quantization noise
image.
The decrease in the size of the centered impulse region is noticed with other types
of noise used in the TID database. The value of D is reduced for images contami-
nated with additive Gaussian noise, masked noise, impulse noise, JPEG transmission
errors, JPEG 2000 transmission errors, and the non-eccentric pattern noise. These
experimental results show that the value of D and possibly other characteristics of
the centered impulse region are promising tools for image quality assessment.
An algorithm to compute the number of scale decompositions in adaptive curvelets
was presented in this section. Next, an algorithm that optimizes the number of
angular divisions per scale/quadrant pair is presented.
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Figure 17: The effect of noise on the size of the centered impulse regionD. (a) Sample
image D = 25. (b) Image “a” corrupted with spatially correlated noise PSNR =
27.04, D = 23. (c) Image “a” corrupted with quantization noise PSNR = 21.10,
D = 19.
3.3 Optimal Number of Angular Divisions per Scale/Quadrant
Optimizing the number of angular divisions is performed in a brute force fashion in
each curvelet scale/quadrant pair (Figure 18). The tested parameters are chosen from
the following sequence {4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24}. The number of divisions that achieve
the maximum cost function value is considered optimal. The divisions are uniformly
distributed in each scale/quadrant pair. Recalling FFTs symmetry for real data the
number of parameters to optimize is 2×(J−1) for real data, and is equal to 4×(J−1)
for the case of complex input data.
Figure 18: Optimal angular decomposition is found through a brute-force search
strategy for each scale/quadrant pair. The figure shows the Second scale/first quad-
rant curvelet segment.
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3.4 Optimal Scale Locations
We propose using derivative-free optimization methods to search for adaptive curvelets
scale-locations. Such methods start at an initial point x0, evaluate the cost function
at a selected mesh of points in the neighborhood of x0, and define the point in the
mesh with the minimum function value as the new x0. Next, the algorithm iterates
until a specified convergence criteria is met. The Nelder-Mead simplex search method
[48, 20] is one of the popular methods for generating such a mesh. It has been used
extensively in a variety of application areas. It is used in this work to find the optimal
scale locations.
Let {V1, V2, ..., VJ} be the coordinates of vertical scale locations, and {H1, H2, ...,
HJ} be the horizontal scale locations (Figure 19). Curvelet scales are not constrained
Figure 19: Vertical and horizontal scale locations.
to be of the same length and width. This makes the number of optimizing parameters
equal to 2×J for real data. To ensure meaningful choices for scale locations, the
simplex method optimizes a constraint checking function that returns a PSNR value
equal to zero whenever any of the constraints is violated. Otherwise, it returns the
denoising PSNR for the requested parameters (Figure 20).
The enforced constraints are:
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Figure 20: Scale locations optimizer and the constraint checking function.
(i) The inner scale locations are above and to the right of the periodically extended
image center: V1 > bVJ /2c , and H1 > bHJ/2c.
(ii) Scales are organized in an ascending order: Vj > Vj−1 , and Hj > Hj−1.
(iii) Periodic extension is used in the outer level J to enhance curvelet’s performance
by connecting border elements. Figure 21 graphically illustrates the extension
region. By definition, the outer border of this level needs to be outside the
image boundaries: VJ > N1 , and HJ > N2.
(iv) Level J-1 is constrained to lie inside the original image boundaries. This con-
straint is used to avoid dividing the periodic extension level by moving this level
outside the image boundaries: VJ−1 ≤ N1, and HJ−1 ≤ N2 .
The algorithm iterates until convergence or until a maximum number of iterations
is reached. More details about the Nelder-Mead algorithm are provided in Section 3.8.
3.5 Size of Overlap Regions between Scales
Curvelet wedges are smoothed in the four boundary directions. The smoothing op-
eration limits discontinuities across wedge borders. The smoothing is either within
the current scale, or across different scales. Adapting curvelet tilings will change
scale locations. The inter-scale smoothing window sizes need to change accordingly.




Figure 21: Curvelet’s outer periodic extension region: (a) Fourier Transform (FT)
plane before adding the extension region to an image of size N1, N2 (b) FT plane
after the extension.
Based on our experimental results, the following equation is chosen to determine
the length of horizontal or vertical overlap region between scales:
Overlap(j) =
{
min(0.8 max(∆j+,∆j−),min(∆j+,∆j0)), for 1 < j < J (16)
min(0.8 max(∆j+,∆j0),min(∆j+,∆j0)), for j = 1, (17)
where j ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., J − 1} is the scale number, ∆j+ is the distance between scale
j+1 and scale j, ∆j− is the distance between scale j and scale j-1 , and ∆j0 is the
distance between scale j and the FFT plane center. The quantities ∆j+, ∆j−, and
∆j0 are shown on a curvelet grid in Figure 22.
The term min(∆j+,∆j0), in (16) and (17), sets an upper bound on the size of
smoothing windows. Figure 23 graphically illustrates the behavior of (16) for the
case where no upper bounds are violated.
Figure 24(a) shows an example where the bound ∆j0 is invoked due to a large
outer scale size. In this figure, the outer distance ∆j+ is much larger than the inner
distance ∆j−. If ∆j+ was used as a length of the smoothing window, the smoothing
operation would extend to Fourier plane coordinates to the left of the image center.
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Figure 22: Quantities used in determining the length of the overlap region in scale
location H3.
This situation is avoided by using the upper bound ∆j0 as a length for the smoothing
widow.
Similarly, Figure 24(b) shows an example where ∆j+ is needed for the case of
a large inner scale size. In this figure, the inner distance ∆j− is much larger than
the outer distance ∆j+. If ∆j− was used as a length for the smoothing window,
the smoothing operation would extend to Fourier plane coordinates outside j = 3
right’s border. According to the current implementation of curvelets, the coefficients
belonging to this outer scale are computed prior to the computation of smoothing
window size for level j = 2. Multiplying these Fourier transform coordinates by the
smoothing window is no longer possible. This situation is avoided by using the upper
bound ∆j+ as a length for the smoothing window.
3.6 Global Optimization
In the previous section, three separate algorithms for finding the optimal number of
scales, scale locations, and angular divisions were presented. In this section, we turn
our attention to the development of a global optimization algorithm combining the
previous adaptations. The algorithm uses a multi-resolution search strategy. This
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Figure 23: Length of the overlap region in scale j=2 as determined by equation (6).
(a) (b)
Figure 24: Bounds enforced by equation 16 on the length of the overlap region:
(a) Using the upper bound because ∆j+ > ∆j0 (b) Using the upper bound because
∆j− > ∆j+.
helps in avoiding convergence to local minima, and reduces the computational cost of
the algorithm. Optimization is done in hierarchical manner consisting of n iterations.
In each iteration, optimal scale and angular locations are found for a downsampled
smoothed version of the input image. The flow of this algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 25.
The algorithm starts with finding the optimal number of scales J using the scale
selection algorithm (Section 3.A). Next, the original image is downsampled n−1 times
by a factor of 1/2. The image is also smoothed by a Gaussian filter to prevent aliasing
artifacts. The optimal angular decomposition is found using dyadic scale locations
and the optimal number of scales computed. The angular decompositions found and
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Figure 25: Flow diagram of the global optimization algorithm.
the dyadic scale locations are used as initial points for the scale locations search al-
gorithm. Next, the value of n is decremented by one. and a new loop starts. Initial
values for scale locations will be the scale locations computed in the previous itera-
tion after being rescaled to the new image coordinates. After n iterations, once the
scale locations search algorithm converges to a minimum, the angular decomposition
algorithm is run to search for the optimal angular decomposition at the calculated
scale locations. Finally, the algorithm terminates returning the determined optimal
scale and angular decompositions.
3.7 Choosing a standard deviation value σ for the added
noise
The search for optimal curvelet tilings, given the proposed denoising-based objective
function, is dependant on the proper choice for the added noise standard deviation
σ. Since the added Gaussian noise is zero mean, the effect of the noise on image
content can be captured by the standard deviation of image intensities. A low value
for the ratio between σ and the image standard deviation will cause the optimization
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algorithm to converge to default scale locations. On the other hand, a high value for
σ can overpower image content (i.e. details of the image will disappear) and lead the
optimization algorithm to arbitrary solutions. These solutions will depend primarily
on the noise pattern added to the signal.
In practice, a wide range of σ values are tolerable by the optimization algorithm.
In denoising and sparse recovery of seismic datasets, changing the value of σ within
the interval 1/2 × σimg ≤ σtraining ≤ σimg had marginal effect on the results found.
A sample face image extracted from the AT&T database is shown in Figure 26.






where MSEdefault is the mean squared error between the image denoised using default
curvelets and the original image. MSEσiadaptive is the mean squared error between
the image denoised using adaptive curvelets and the original image. MSEσiadaptive is
generated using σi as the standard deviation of the added Gaussian noise. MSEnoise
is the mean squared error between the noise image and the original image. S values
are plotted across a wide range of σtrain values.
At high values of noise improvements caused by adaptive curvelets reach zero. A
similar behaviour is observed at very low σ values. The peak S value occurs at a σ
value of 3.2dB. Similar curves are observed with the remaining datasets used in this
dissertation.
3.8 Nelder-Mead’s Convergence and Computational Com-
plexity
Convergence of the proposed method relies on the convergence of the Nelder-Mead
optimization algorithm. In this section, details on this algorithm are given along with
with the convergence criteria. The algorithm starts by forming a simplex of size n+1,
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Figure 26: A sample image and its corresponding S-value plot.
where n is the dimension of the vector to be optimized. Vertices of this simplex will
be placed at the initial point x0 and at n other points formed by increasing the value
of each element of x0 by 5%. The cost function is evaluated at each of the vertices and
the worst vertex is rejected. At each iteration the Nelder-Mead algorithm performs
the following sequence of operations to determine a new vertex:
1. Compute function values at each vertex. Sort function values so that f(1) ≤
f(2) ≤ ... ≤ f(n+ 1). Assuming a minimization problem f(n+ 1) becomes the




2. Compute the function value at the reflection point R. This point is the reflection
of f(n + 1) around x̄. if f(1) ≤ f(R) < f(n) replace vertex n + 1 with R. if
f(R) < f(1) perform an expansion step and compute the function value at
f(E). Figure 27 graphically illustrates the reflection and expansion steps for
a 2D problem.. If f(E) < f(R) replace vertex n + 1 with E. Otherwise, use
vertex R. Finally, if f(R) ≥ f(n) move to the next step.
3. Perform a contraction with the minimum of f(R) and f(n+ 1). if R was found
to be the minimum the contraction is outside the original simplex. Otherwise,
the contraction is within the simplex. Contraction operations are illustrated in
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Figure 27: Graphical illustration of the reflection and expansion steps in the Nelder-
Mead algorithm.
Figure 28. If f(Cin) < f(n + 1) accept f(Cin). Otherwise, move to the next
step. Similarly, if f(Cout) < f(R) accept f(Cout) . Otherwise, move to the next
step.
4. Shrink the simplex: f(1) remains fixed. Other vertices move so that their
distance to f(1) is shortened by 1/2. The operation is illustrated in Figure 29.
Nelder-Mead’s implementation was setup so that convergence occurs when the
maximum difference between scale locations falls below one pixel or when a maximum
number of iterations is reached. The maximum number of iterations was set to equal
500.
The developed global search algorithm depends on repeated application of curvelet
denoising operations. Assuming an image of size n × n, the forward and inverse
curvelet transforms have a complexity in the order of O(n2 log n). The thresholding
operation complexity is in the order of O(n2). This makes the total complexity of the
search procedure equivalent to O(n2 log n).
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Figure 28: Graphical illustration of the contraction step in the Nelder-Mead algo-
rithm.
Figure 29: Nelder-Mead’s shrink operation.
Actual computational times for a sample of images with sizes 512 × 512 and
256 × 256 are shown in Table 1. The table also shows the number of cost function
evaluations. The number of cost function evaluations includes cost function calls
by the Nelder-Mead algorithm and the evaluations made using the angular search
algorithm. The experiments were run using an Intel i7-4500 processor operating
at 1.80GHz with a maximum frequency of 3.00GHz. The machine has 8.00GB of
installed memory. The search algorithm was built using MATLAB’s implementation
of Nelder-Mead.
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Table 1: Time and total number of cost function evaluations used in computing
denoising-based adaptive curvelets for images Barbara, Bird, and Cameraman.
Image size Elapsed time (min.) Number of function evaluations
Barbara 512 × 512 15.0 1039
Bird 512 × 512 12.7 1042
Cameraman 512 × 512 12.1 949
Barbara 256 × 256 3.8 917
Bird 256 × 256 3.1 925
Cameraman 256 × 256 3.3 860
3.9 Coefficient Decay and Partial Reconstruction
In this section, we present a sparsity analysis of adaptive curvelet coefficients. Adap-
tive curvelet tiles were learned using AWGN with σ = 25. Magnitude plots of curvelet
and adaptive curvelet coefficients for three different images of size 512×512 are shown
in Figure 30(b). Adaptive curvelets are shown to reduce the magnitudes of curvelets
coefficients at the expense of generating a higher number of them. Comparisons
between default and adaptive curvelets partial reconstruction error is presented in
Figure 30(c). The figure plots the PSNR of images reconstructed using the highest
magnitude curvelet coefficients. The number of curvelet coefficients used is shown
as a percentage of the number of image pixels. Adaptive curvelet coefficients show
improved performance in mid and low quality compression regions.
Default curvelets are reported in the literature to generate improved partial recon-
struction performance over wavelets [13, 32]. The results shown in this section indicate
that adaptive curvelets are promising candidates for the development of competitive
image compression systems.
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Figure 30: (a) Images Barbara, Cameraman, and Bird. (b) Default and adaptive
curvelet decay curves shown on a log-log scale. (c) Partial reconstruction error from
the highest curvelet coefficients. The number of coefficients used is shown as a per-
centage of the number of image pixels 512 × 512.
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3.10 Training Curvelets
In certain applications, access to the original data is not available. For example,
the dataset could be subsampled or corrupted by occlusions or corrupted by noise.
In such cases, curvelet tiles can be learned from a group of images representing the
specialized class to which the dataset of interest belongs. Examples of these classes
include: medical images, Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data, and seismic data
sets. Figure 31 illustrates an example of two classes of images and their unique
fingerprints in the 2D Fourier transform plane. Fourier activity in face images is
distributed around the center of the Fourier plane. While in seismic data, the activity
is clustered into two groups separated by a narrow horizontal gap. Training curvelets
to learn tiles that are representative of the class of interest will result in improved
data representations.
In what follows, an algorithm to learn a curvelet representation that better rep-
resents a class of images is presented. First, the scale selection algorithm is used to
find the number of scale decompositions in each image in the training dataset. The
average over all images is rounded to the nearest integer and is used as the number
of scale decompositions. Next, a search for the optimal tiling is run for each image
in the training dataset using the averaged number of scale decompositions. The av-
erage scale locations and angular decompositions, rounded to the nearest integers, is
considered the tiling representative of the class of interest. In our experiments, the
average angular decomposition was obtained by rounding to the nearest multiple of
four since the implementation of adaptive curvelets developed admits only multiples
of four as possible values for the number of angular decomposition elements. In the
next two sections, we present experiments on denoising seismic and face images using
curvelet tiles learned by this algorithm.
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Figure 31: (a) Face images and their corresponding Fourier log-magnitudes plot (b)
Seismic images and their corresponding Fourier log-magnitude plots.
3.10.1 Denoising Seismic Data
The developed training algorithm was tested on a seismic data set. Training data
used was composed from K = 25 collections of seismic traces. Each collection is of
size 550 × 100 data points. The curvelet transform is optimized using this training
set. The training set was contaminated with AWGN with σ=1. Given the limited
magnitudes of seismic traces in the training dataset, the value of σ chosen offers
an adequate level of noise. When the value of σ is increased to two, the majority of
seismic details were buried under noise. Varying the value of σ in a reasonable manner
(0.6 ≤ σ ≤ 1.4) had a marginal impact on denoising results. The cost function used
is denoising performance as measured by the log. of Mean Squared Error (MSE).
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The number of scale decompositions J is found to be four for of all the images. The
optimal scale locations are found by rounding the average K optimal results to the
nearest integer. Similarly, optimal angular divisions were found by averaging the K
optimal divisions and rounding to the nearest multiple of four.
Histograms for two inner scale locations Scale 1 and Scale 2 computed using the
aforementioned training method are shown in Figure 32. The histograms show a clear
preference for certain scale locations. The ranges of peak histogram counts values are
well localized. For example, Most of V1 counts fall between 480-500. Similarly, the
majority of H1 counts fall between 82-86. V2 and H2 peaks are within one to two
coordinates from the default curvelet locations.
Next, Figure 33 shows histograms for the optimal choices of angular decomposition
found for the same inner two levels. The angular counts show a behavior similar to
scale location. The counts data are well localized and clearly show a preference for
certain numbers of angular decompositions. It is worth noting that even when the
counts spread over two or three different values, the count bins are adjacent to each
other.
The computed trained adaptive curvelet tiles can be described by vectors
Sadaptive =
 397 486 547 732




 8 20 4
8 12 8
 , (20)
where the first row of S indicates scale locations in the first quadrant. Similarly, the
second row references scale locations in the second quadrant. Curvelet quadrants are
illustrated in Figure 34.
MatrixA indicates the number of angular divisions used in each curvelet scale/quadrant
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Figure 32: Histograms for computed optimal values for scale locations V1, V2, H1,
and H2.
pair. The first and second rows correspond to the divisions used in the first and sec-
ond curvelet quadrants respectively. Matrix A has fewer entries than S because of
the non-directionality of the first curvelet scale. For comparison, the default curvelet
scale locations are
Sdefault =
 413 458 550 733
75 83 100 133
 (21)
and the default angular decompositions per scale/quadrant pair are
Adefault =
 4 8 8
4 8 8
 . (22)
In Figure 35, default and adaptive scale locations are plotted. The background of
these images include a log-magnitude plot of the Fourier transform of a sample seis-
mic image. Overall, adaptive curvelet scale locations are more uniformly distributed
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Figure 33: Histograms for computed optimal angular decompositions in Scale 1 and
Scale 2.
across the Fourier plane. A major difference between default and adaptive scale lo-
cations is the location of scale location V1. The value of this index increases from 458
to 486. This increase adds more space to the area covered by the first scale at the
expense of a reduction in the area covered by the second scale. The inner most scale
is also reduced in size. The value of V0 decreases from 413 to 397, and the value of
H0 decreases from 75 to 72. This reduction also increases the size of Scale 1. The
Figure 34: Curvelet quadrants.
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(a) Default curvelet scale locations
(b) Adaptive curvelet scale locations
Figure 35: Comparison between default and adaptive curvelet scale locations. Scale
locations are plotted on a log-magnitudes plot of the Fourier transform of a sample
seismic image.
reduction in the size of inner most non-directional region, increases the directionality
of the transform.
The number of angular decompositions in adaptive curvelets show a correlation
with the signal’s activity. This is most obvious with the distribution of angular divi-
sions in the outer scale. When compared to other scales, Fourier transform activity
in the most outer scale (Scale 3) is marginal. Adaptive curvelets reduce the number
of divisions used in the outer scale from 16 to 12. H3 has a higher number of decom-
positions than V3. This can be explained by the activities observed to the right and
the left of the Fourier plane. Such activity is not observed in the upper or lower part
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of the plane.
The angular decomposition used in Scale 2 are higher than other scales. Close to
50% of the total number of angular divisions are used to describe this scale. This
is a sign of the relative importance of the Fourier activity in this region. It is likely
to play an important factor in the appearance of the overall image. The number of
angular decompositions in Scale 1 is increased from four in default curvelets to eight.
This increase indicates a need to increase the directionality of Scale 1 over what is
proposed by default curvelets. The increase is associated with the increase in the size
of Scale 1.
Adaptive curvelets increased the number of angular divisions used in all scales.
The overall number of angular decompositions in adaptive curvelets was 60, while in
default curvelets the number is 40 divisions. Adaptive curvelets increase the number
of angular decompositions by 50%. The increase was not arbitrary and was related
to the signal’s Fourier transform activity. The number of angular decompositions in
the outer most scale decreased. As mentioned earlier, this later decrease is related to
the marginal level of Fourier transform activity in this scale.
The optimal tilings found were applied to testing data and denoising results were
compared with the original curvelet algorithm. Results show considerable quantita-
tive and visual improvement as can be seen in Figure 36. Reconstructed image using
adaptive curvelets show a reduction of mean squared error value (MSE) by 40%. The
image reconstruted using adaptive curvelets have lower visual artifacts. This can be
seen in the lower right segment of image Figure 36(d). The same region is corrupted
by more artifacts in Figure 36(c), generated by default curvelets. Another visual dif-
ference between images Figure 36(c) and Figure 36(d) can be observed in the center
of the image.
Comparison with the popular Non-Local Means (NLM) filter [10, 9] is shown in
Figure 37. In this figure, adaptive curvelets outperforms default curvelets across all
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noise levels σ. Default curvelets mean squared error increase in an exponential-like
manner. While adaptive curvelets performance remains robust. NLM results were
obtained using the author’s recommended parameters. NLM denoising running time
is about 10.4 minutes. Each Curvelet denoising result is obtained in less than three
seconds. The adaptive tilings computed in this section, will be used to solve the
problem of sparse recovery of seismic data in Chapter 4.
3.10.2 Denoising Face Images
Next, the algorithm is tested on face images using the AT&T Cambridge face database
[54]. The database contains 400 face images taken from 40 subjects in 10 different
facial expressions and positions. These images are of size 112 × 92. Two hundred
images were used as a training set for the proposed curvelet transform. The remaining
images were used as testing cases. Denoising performance was measured using PSNR
and the Structural SIMilarity index (SSIM) [63]. SSIM values range from -1 to 1 and
higher values indicate improved similarity. Figure 38 and Figure 39 show the results
obtained for the testing images using σ = 15. Even though adaptive curvelets results
are numerically close to default curvelets, visual improvements in performance are
noticeable. This can be seen from the artifacts visible in Figure 40(b) shown in page
47. Four noisy image subjects with denoising results are shown in this figure. The
adaptive tiling algorithm is compared with default curvelets and the non-local means
filter. All adaptive curvelets results are free from the additive noise pattern. Curvelet
images are faded when compared to the original image. This effect can be reduced
by decreasing the value of k used in the thresholding algorithm (Section 3.1).
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(a) (b) MSE=0.992
(c) MSE=0.852 (d) MSE=0.524
Figure 36: Denoising results (a)-(b) Original and noisy images, (c) Curvelet denoising
(d) Adaptive curvelet denoising.
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Figure 37: Seismic denoising results for default curvelets, adaptive curvelets, and
NLM using various values of σ.
Figure 38: Denoising results (PSNR) for the AT&T face database.
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Figure 39: Denoising results (SSIM) for the AT&T face database.
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Figure 40: Denoising results for the AT&T face database from left to right: (a) noisy
image, restoration using: (b) default curvelets (c) NLM (d) adaptive curvelets.
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CHAPTER IV
SPARSE DATA RECOVERY FROM SUBSAMPLED
MEASUREMENTS
A signal is called sparse if most of its components are zero or close to zero. Most
observed signals have a sparse representation that can be obtained using a sparsity
inducing transform. The wavelet transform and its variants are examples of such
transforms. A compressive sensing framework can recover sparse signals from sub-
sampled measurements by solving a convex minimization problem. In this chapter,
we present examples showing the advantages of using adaptive curvelets in the sparse
recovery of subsampled data. A brief overview of compressed sensing theory is pro-
vided in the next section. This is followed by applications of adaptive curvelets in
seismic data reconstruction from a subset of its traces. The chapter concludes by
experiments on the sparse reconstruction of face images.
4.1 Background
Compressed sensing is a method for solving the problem of recovery of signals from a
limited number of observations. It ensures that sparse signals acquired using appro-
priate measurement matrices can be recovered with high probability. The solution is
computed by solving an l1 norm minimization problem given by
min ‖x‖1 subject to y = Ax, (23)
where x ∈ RN is the desired signal of length N. y ∈ Rn, where n N, is the vector
of observed measurements. A is the acquisition matrix of size n×N . Numerous algo-
rithms are available that solve the above optimization problem. The solution of (23) is
guaranteed to recover the original signal x under conditions related to the sparsity of
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x and the construction the acquisition matrix A. Choices for A include partial Fourier
measurements [15], realizations of white Gaussian noise [15], and Toeplitz matrices
[6]. An incomplete identity matrix that randomly selects n out of N measurements
is used as a choice for A in this dissertation.
Most signals are not sparse in the spatial domain. An inverse of a sparsity inducing
transform is typically used prior to the application of the sensing matrix. Using the
inverse curvelet transform C−1 in (23) yields the following equation:
min ‖x‖1 subject to y = AC−1(x). (24)
In the new formulation, x becomes a vector representing the data in the curvelet
domain.
4.2 Seismic Data Acquisition
Seismic reflection is an essential method for exploring subsurface layers of the Earth.
It plays an important rule in the hydrocarbon industry, where it is used to locate
and analyze hydrocarbon reservoirs. Acquisition of seismic data starts by generating
seismic waves using a controlled active source of energy such as a dynamite explosion.
The generated seismic waves interact with the subsurface layers of the Earth and
generate reflections that are recorded using geophones at the surface. Each recorded
wave is known as a trace. The recorded wave is processed using a structured collection
of signal processing and mathematical tools to generate a map representing subsurface
structure in the region of interest.
Sparsity was used in [32] to recover missing seismic traces from a subset of traces.
The default curvelet transform was used as the sparsifying transform. Curvelet-based
data recovery was shown to outperform wavelet and Fourier based recoveries. In what
follows, improved recovery performance by using the adaptive curvelet transform is
reported.
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The problem of seismic data recovery from subsampled measurements can be
mathematically described as follows. Assume that the data collected are in the form of
vector b = Af ∈ Rn, where f ∈ RN is the vector of complete data points and A is the
sampling matrix that randomly samples δ = n
N
seismic traces. Let x be the unknown
curvelet coefficients vector representing f. The vector of complete measurements can
be approximated by solving the following program:
f̂ = C−1(x̂) with x̂ = argx min ‖x‖1 subject to AC−1(x) = b, (25)
where C−1(x) is the inverse curvelet transform of x. It reshapes the 1D vector x into
a standard curvelet coefficients format. Next, it takes the inverse curvelet transform
and reshapes the constructed image into a 1D vector. Numerous algorithms that
solve the above optimization problem are available . We used the Spectral Projected
Gradient algorithm (SPGL1) [62, 33] for its efficiency and to facilitate comparisons
with previously published results.
The operation of SPGL1 requires functions that resembles the sampling operation
AC−1(x) and its adjoint. The sampling matrix A can be very large in size. For
example, the sampling matrix for a 512 × 512 image is of size n × 5122, where n is
the number of sampled traces. This causes memory problems in modern computers.
This issue is bypassed by introducing sampling functions that represents the operation
of AC−1(x) in an algorithmic manner.
The sampling operation AC−1(x) takes the 1D vector x as a vector of data points
representing the curvelet transform of the reconstructed image as input. It works by
taking the inverse curvelet transform of x, after transforming it into a regular curvelet
representation (where the coefficients are organized to represent curvelet tiles). Next,
the image is reshaped into a 1D vector and n traces are sampled. The adjoint op-
eration takes the vector representing the sampled data points b and returns vector
x the curvelet representation of the reconstructed image. It works by reversing the
sampling operation. Values of zero were inserted for missing seismic traces. Vectors
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Figure 41: Four seismic images used in sparsity based reconstruction experiments.
b and x keep changing until convergence of the algorithm.
Equation (25) was solved using default curvelets and adaptive curvelets. Adaptive
curvelet tiles were learned using the procedure described in Section 3.10.1, where 25
seismic data sets of size 550×100 were contaminated with AWGN to find the optimal
adaptive curvelet tiles. Reconstruction performance, using a sampling ratio δ=0.3,
is demonstrated using four different seismic data sets shown in Figure 41. Table 2
presents the mean squared error (MSE) values between original and reconstructed
images obtained using default and adaptive curvelets. Adaptive curvelets succeed in
generating recovery improvements in all cases.
Table 2: Sparse recovery results shown in MSE for four seismic data sets using a
sampling ratio δ=0.3.





A Comparison of adaptive and default curvelet recovery performance for differ-
ent values of δ is shown in Figure 42. The figure was generated using Img4. The
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Figure 42: Img4 recovery results across different subsampling ratios.
figure shows adaptive curvelets outperforming default curvelets over all subsampling
ratios. Another example illustrating the performance of adaptive curvelet is shown
in Figure 43. Figure 43(c) which is generated using adaptive curvelets, has lower
artifacts and is closer in appearance to the original image. The artifacts visible in
Figure 43(b) are in the form of spots of dotted discontinuities. These discontinuities
are concentrated at the columns that were not subsampled. The dotted patterns are
significantly reduced using adaptive curvelets.
4.3 Reconstruction of Face Images
In this section, adaptive curvelets are used in the sparse recovery of normal images
from subsampled measurements. The AT&T face image database [54] was used in
image recovery experiments. Adaptive curvelet tiles were learned using the procedure
described earlier in Section 3.10.2. A total of two hundred were used as a training
data set. The set includes face images of 20 subjects taken at 10 different settings
(e.g. open or closed eyes and different poses). All images were of size 112 × 92.
Adaptive curvelet tiles were learned using a noise standard deviation σ value equal
to 15. Recovery results were demonstrated using a testing set of 52 images. These
images were not part of the training data set.
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Figure 43: Img4 recovery using δ = 0.6. (a) Original image. (b) Recovery using
default curvelets (MSE=2.47) (c) Recovery using adaptive curvelets (MSE=1.12).
Adaptive curvelets improved the recovery performance of default curvelets. Us-
ing a subsampling ratio δ = 0.4, the average improvement in PSNR is 0.42dB. A
histogram plot of the improvements achieved by using adaptive curvelets is shown
in Figure 44. The improvements achieved by adaptive curvelets are established in
the figure, however these improvements occupy a wide range with distinct peaks
covering the interval from -0.1dB to 0.9dB. This behaviour is likely caused by the
non-uniformity of the dataset used. The performance of adaptive curvelets can be
further improved by training over face images exhibiting a higher degree of similarity.
For example, the training and testing dataset can be selected to be from the same face
setting in the AT&T database. Images of subjects wearing sunglasses or with beards
can be trained separately. Three sample images along with recovery results are shown
in Figure 45. In the first image, recovery using adaptive curvelets produces a sharper
image that is less faded. For the second example, the image generated using adaptive
curvelets show less artifacts. Details of the eyes and the region surrounding it are
preserved better in the second subject’s adaptive curvelet image. In the third image,
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Figure 44: Histogram plot of adaptive curvelet denoising improvement (PSNR) over
default curvelets.
reconstruction using adaptive curvelets generates less artifacts in the subject’s right
ear, mouth and nose regions. Overall, the appearance of adaptive curvelet images are
more resembling of the original image, than the images reconstructed using default
curvelets. Reconstruction performance in PSNR are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Sparse recovery results in PSNR for the face images used in this study,
δ=0.4.
Default Curvelets Adaptive Curvelets
Image (a) 26.59 27.78
Image (b) 31.07 31.25
Image (c) 31.19 31.80
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Figure 45: Visual comparison of sparse recovery performance (δ = 0.4) between de-
fault and adaptive curvelets (a) Original image. (b) Recovery using default curvelets




Large amount of visual content is being generated and distributed at every instant.
Productive use of such visual content demand the use of improved procedures for
indexing, analysis, and classification of such material. These procedures rely on the
visual-content of image/video databases. Textures are important components in im-
ages. Many algorithms have been proposed in the last decades that aim at developing
content-based texture similarity measures. These algorithms are used in classifying
and retrieving images of textured materials. They can be extended for use as elements
in the framework of general content-based image retrieval systems. Curvelets without
periodic extension were used in the literature to classify texture activities [65, 30].
In this chapter, texture classification algorithms based on periodically extended and
adaptive curvelets are presented.
5.1 Introduction
Texture images exhibit a repeated pattern of visual content. Such repetitions can
be captured using frequency domain techniques. The global holistic nature of such
methods make them appropriate for texture analysis. Frequency domain texture
retrieval algorithms are typically composed of two essential components: 1) a sparsity
inducing transform that divides the spatial content of images into sets of coefficients
representing unique sub-bands 2) a similarity measure that computes a numerical
distance between image representations.
Do and Vetterli [25] proposed using the Kullback-Leibler distance between gen-
eralized Gaussian density (GGD) estimates of wavelet subbands. Several variants
and modifications of algorithms using wavelets for texture retrieval were proposed in
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Figure 46: Three Gabor basis elements at different orientations.
Figure 47: Examples of Curvelet basis elements.
the literature [37, 27, 64]. The wavelet transform offers limited directional selectiv-
ity (Wavelet sub-bands contain either horizontal, vertical, or diagonal information).
Directional transforms allow more directional selectivity. They have been used suc-
cessfully in a variety of application areas. Steerable pyramids [57], Gabor wavelets
[39], and curvelets [13] are examples of directional transforms that have been used for
texture retrieval. Zujovic et. al. [67] use statistical properties of a steerable pyramid
representation of the texture data set. The statistical properties used include: mean,
variance, horizontal and vertical autocorrelation, and crossband correlations. Gabor
wavelets incorporates directional selectivity by using sets of Gaussian shaped filters
at different rotations. Manjunath et. al. [45] use the mean and standard deviation
of Gabor coefficients for texture retrieval. This Gabor-based algorithm is included
in the multimedia content description standard MPEG-7 [52]. Gabor wavelets de-
composes the input image into a set of Gabor elements. Figure 46 shows exemplary
Gabor elements representing three different orientations. Recently, Zhang et. al. [65]
reported performance improvements over Gabor filters by using the default curvelet
transform. Curvelet elements are elongated needle-shaped elements that are gener-
ated by taking the inverse Fourier transform of anisotropic frequency bands, which
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Figure 48: Default curvelet tiling. Scale locations are denoted by yellow markers.
we refer to as curvelet wedges. The length of each curvelet wedge is constructed to
equal the square of its width. Figure 47 shows a number of Curvelet basis elements.
Default curvelet tiling of the frequency domain is shown in Figure 48.
Finally, a number of authors developed texture retrieval algorithms based on spa-
tial domain content analysis. Ojala et. al. [49] developed Linear Binary Patterns
(LBP) that decompose input images into sets of coefficients representing intensity
differences between a reference pixel and its neighbors. Local Tetra Patterns (LTP)
[47] uses first order horizontal and vertical derivatives to represent the relationship
between referenced pixels and their neighbors.
In this chapter, we propose new texture retrieval algorithms based on periodically
extended and adaptive curvelets. Periodic extension improves default curvelet perfor-
mance by connecting boundary elements. Adaptive curvelets vary the direction and
thickness of curvelet basis elements to better represent image features.
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5.2 Feature Vector and Distance Computation
Forming a representative feature vector is essential for the success of transform domain
retrieval methods. Using the curvelet transform, the query and input images are
represented by sets of coefficients identifying the spatial content relative to unique
frequency bands. Curvelet elements are represented in the spatial domain by needle-
shaped elongated objects as can be seen in Figure 47.
The similarity between two curvelet wedges representing a certain frequency band
is indicative of the similarity of the spatial content in this band between the two
images. Therefore, a global similarity measure between two images can be formed by
including the similarities between curvelet wedges across all frequency bands. Given
the fact that edges are essential components in images, a curvelet-based similarity
measure between curvelet wedges is perceptually meaningful. Furthermore, adapting
curvelet coefficients to better represent the query image constructs a representation
from curvelet objects that are more faithful in direction and scale to the features of
the image of interest.
Given two images A and B, where A is the query image, we propose the follow-
ing algorithms for texture retrieval. The first algorithm uses default curvelets with
periodic extension. The second algorithm uses adaptive curvelets. The periodically
extended curvelet and adaptive curvelets are used to compute the curvelet coefficients
representing images A and B. In adaptive curvelets, the optimal curvelet tiling will
be learned using the query image A. Using this approach, image A is contaminated
with Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with standard deviation σ that is given
by the following equation:
σ = max(std(A), 0.05×MAXI ), (26)
where std(A) is the standard deviation of image A intensities, and MAXI is the
maximum possible intensity value. The lower bound for σ values used in (26) is
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found to improve the performance and robustness of the adaptation algorithm. The
learned frequency domain tiling will be used to find the adaptive-curvelet coefficients
representing images A and B.
The feature vectors describing images A and B are formed by the mean and the
standard deviation of curvelet coefficients in each wedge. Let the number of curvelet
wedges in the optimal representation be M . The feature vector representing images
A and B is given by
F = {µ1, σ1, µ2, σ2, ...., µM , σM}, (27)
where µi is the mean of curvelet coefficient in wedge i and σi is the standard deviation
of the coefficients in the same wedge.
Next, the distance between images A and B is computed by
D(A,B) = ‖F (A)− F (B)‖1, (28)
where ‖x‖1 is the l1 norm of vector x. The feature vectors can be weighted to
(de-)emphasize certain scales and orientation of interest (e.g. coarse/fine or horizon-
tal/vertical features). A general expression for a weighted feature vector F is given
by
F = {w1 × µ1, w1 × σ1, w2 × µ2, w2 × σ2, ...., wM × µM , wM × σM}, (29)
where w ≥ 0 is a weights vector of length equal to the number of curvelet wedges M .
5.3 Coefficient Sorting and Approximate Rotation Invari-
ance
In this section, the proposed texture retrieval algorithm is extended to handle rota-
tions. Rotating an image, rotates its Fourier Transform (FT) magnitudes [11]. Fourier
transform contents described by a certain curvelet wedge in an image, is going to be
moved to another curvelet wedge in the curvelet representation of the rotated image.
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Figure 49: (a) Original image (b) Image ‘a’ rotated by 90◦
By sorting curvelet wedges in each scale, one can reduce rotation artifacts in the dis-
tance computed between feature vectors representing two images. Curvelet wedges in
each scale are sorted based on the sum of their coefficients magnitude. Once curvelet
wedges are sorted, the distance between the images of interest can be computed. The
distance will be based on feature vectors with aligned entries. This sorting mechanism
was used successfully in [65].
Rotating the Fourier transform plane can also generate the undesired artifact of
moving high magnitude FT data to lie across the boundary between two curvelet
wedges. This in turn, makes the feature vector less representative of the similarity
between the image and its rotated version. To reduce the effect of such cases, it is
best to use a small value for the number of angular divisions. The number of angular
decomposition for each curvelet scale/quadrant pair is set to four.
A texture image along with its 90◦ rotated variant are shown in Figure 49. The
distance D between the two images using denoising based curvelets is 388.4. Using
the rotation resilient measure, the distance D becomes 120.7.
5.4 Experiments
The proposed algorithm was tested in texture image retrieval using a variety of tex-
tured materials. The different quantitative measures that were used to assess the
performance of the proposed algorithms are presented in the this section. This will
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be followed by retrieval results from the datasets used in this study. To ensure ro-
bustness to various noise realizations, denoising-based adaptive curvelet results were
obtained by using the average of five different trials.
5.4.1 Performance Metrics
Retrieval experiments are constructed using a query image representing a class of
textured material. The proposed algorithms are assigned the task of acquiring images
resembling the same class of the query image from a database of testing images. The
following metrics are going to be used to evaluate the retrieval performance:
1. Retrieval precision: Defined as the ratio between the number of correct matches
retrieved, to the total number of matches retrieved. Precision in this context is
a function of the number of retrieved images. We will focus on precision values
at one, two, and at the number of relevant images.
2. Mean reciprocal rank (MRR): It is the mean reciprocal of the rank of the first
relevant position.
3. Mean Average Precision (MAP): It is the mean of average precision values across






where k and N are the ranks and number of relevant images, respectively.
4. Precision-recall curves: These figures are frequently used in the analysis of
retrieval performance. In such figures precision values are plotted as function
of recall values. Recall is defined as the ratio between the number of correctly
retrieved images and the number of relevant images.
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Figure 50: A sample from the CUReT texture database.
5.4.2 Texture Retrieval: Experimental Setup
The algorithm is tested using three different texture databases: the Columbia-Utrecht
Reflectance and Texture Database (CUReT) [21], Mondial Marmi collection of granite
classes [7], and the fabric dataset included in the Salzburg Texture Image Database
(STex) [2].
The CUReT database contains 61 images of real-world surfaces taken at different
illumination and viewing directions. In our experiments, we used images taken at the
first illumination setting with viewing direction 22. CUReT images are of size 640 ×
480. They all include a textural part and a background. Three images of size 128
× 128 covering the textural regions were extracted from each CUReT image. One
of these images were selected randomly as a query image. The remaining images
are used as testing images. A sample of the images used in this study is shown in
Figure 50.
The STex dataset includes 476 images representing different types of materials. In
our experiments, we use the fabric class of images in this dataset. It includes 77 fabric
samples of size 512 ×512. Each image is divided into four non-overlapping regions.
This makes the total number of images equal to 308. An image in each class is chosen
as a query image. The remaining images are used as testing images. A sample of the
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Figure 51: Samples from the STex fabric dataset.
Figure 52: A sample from the Mondial Marmi texture database.
images used in this study is shown in Figure 51.
The Mondial Marmi is a collection of 48 images representing 12 different granite
classes. Each image is hardware-rotated using nine rotation angles: 0◦, 5◦, 10◦,
15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and 90◦. The images have been acquired under controlled
illumination conditions. Each image is of size 544 × 544. To save computational time,
granite images were downsampled using a downsampling factor of 1/3. Query images
included an image from each class along with its rotated versions. The remaining
images were used as testing images. The number of correct matches for each query
image is equal to 3 × 9. Samples from the Mondial Marmi data set are shown in
Figure 52.
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5.4.3 Texture Retrieval Results
The performance of the proposed methods is compared with the following algorithms:
1. l2 norm of default curvelet features [65]. This algorithm uses no periodic exten-
sion or angular divisions in the outer curvelet scale.
2. l1 norm of Gabor features [45].
3. Kullback-Leibler distance on wavelet features [25].
4. Log-likelihood ratio of Local Binary Patterns [49]. The used feature vector is
composed from the sum of LBP riu28,1 and LBP
riu2
24,3 features.
Implementations of the algorithms based on Gabor, wavelet, and LBP were down-
loaded from the authors websites. The results of experiments performed on the
CUReT database are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Retrieval results for the CUReT dataset.
P@1 P@2 MRR MAP
Gabor features 0.934 0.869 0.962 0.901
Wavelet features 0.967 0.861 0.980 0.924
Default curvelet 0.951 0.861 0.975 0.916
Linear Binary Patterns (LBP) 0.934 0.885 0.959 0.925
Curvelet with periodic extension 1.000 0.934 1.000 0.964
Adaptive curvelets 1.000 0.939 1.000 0.968
Precision at one results indicate that the proposed algorithms succeed in retrieving
one of the correct matches as a first retrieved image. Precision at two (P@2) results
show that the proposed methods are able to retrieve 93-94% of the correct matches
in the database. The proposed methods outperform the other algorithms in MAP by
a difference of at least 4%. Precision-recall curves for methods based on LBP, Gabor
features, default curvelet, curvelet with periodic extension, denoising based adaptive
curvelets are shown in Figure 53.
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Figure 53: CUReT Precision-recall curves.
Similarly, results for experiments performed on the fabric database are summa-
rized in Table 5.
Table 5: Retrieval results for the Fabric dataset.
P@1 P@2 P@3 MRR MAP
Gabor features 0.948 0.916 0.887 0.961 0.907
Linear Binary Patterns (LBP) 0.896 0.779 0.680 0.928 0.760
Wavelet features 0.935 0.844 0.792 0.959 0.842
Default curvelet 0.779 0.669 0.571 0.837 0.636
Curvelet with periodic extension 0.974 0.909 0.849 0.983 0.896
Adaptive curvelets 0.974 0.927 0.870 0.984 0.918
Curvelet based methods outperform other algorithms in the precision of the first
retrieved result (P@1). Overall, adaptive curvelets bypasses other retrieval methods.
Gabor features achieve results comparable to adaptive curvelets. The low performance
of Gabor features in P@1 makes it unattractive for applications where the user is
critical of the quality of the first retrieved image. Adaptive curvelet results can be
further improved by training over a set of images resembling the class of interest. The
training procedure as it is currently implemented uses the query image. Training on
the query image alone can overemphasize its local features. Precision-recall curves for
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Figure 54: Precision-recall curves obtained for the fabric database.
methods based on wavelets, Gabor features, default curvelet, curvelet with periodic
extension, denoising based adaptive curvelets are shown in Figure 54.
Finally, capabilities of the rotation-normalized version of the proposed algorithms
are presented. Results for experiments performed on the Mondial Marmi granite
database are shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Retrieval results for the Mondial Marmi granite database. Gabor and
Curvelet based algorithms were normalized to rotations.
P@1 P@2 P@27 MRR MAP
Gabor features 0.898 0.903 0.796 0.937 0.826
Linear Binary Patterns (LBP) 0.972 0.954 0.831 0.973 0.880
Default curvelets 0.778 0.773 0.623 0.826 0.704
Default curvelet with periodic extension 0.982 0.977 0.857 0.989 0.907
Adaptive curvelets 1 1 0.939 1 0.973
Adaptive curvelets results are compared with results acquired using LBP and a
rotation-normalized version of the gabor retrieval method. Gabor retrieval algorithm
is normalized to rotations by using the approach detailed in Section 5.3. Local binary
patterns are rotation-invariant by construction. The number of division per Gabor
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Figure 55: Precision-recall curves for the Mondial Marmi granite database.
scale/quadrant pair is kept at the default value of three. Table 6 presents the exper-
imental results, where the performance of adaptive curvelets is compared with LBP
and the gabor feature algorithms. The rotation normalized adaptive curvelets algo-
rithm clearly outperforms the other algorithms. Adaptive curvelets achieves perfect
retrieval precision up to a recall value of 0.5. Precision-recall curves are shown in
Figure 55.
5.4.4 Seismic Activity Characterization
Seismic data are used extensively in the oil and gas exploration industries. Developing
efficient retrieval algorithms based on visual properties of the seismic datasets is of
crucial significance. Adaptive curvelets retrieval algorithm is tested on the seismic
dataset shown in Figure 56. The figure covers the following seismic activities:
Fault Data sets with faults
Horizontal Data sets with obvious horizons
Dome Data sets with salt dome shapes and alike
Clear Data sets with none of the above activities
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Table 7: Retrieval results for the seismic dataset
P@1 P@2 MRR MAP
Adaptive curvelets 0.75 0.75 0.85 0.83
Weighted adaptive curvelets 0.92 0.83 0.93 0.91
For efficient retrieval performance, a weighted version of the adaptive curvelet
algorithm is used (Section 5.2). The number of curvelet scale decompositions is
chosen, by the scale selection algorithm, to equal four. Fault images were retrieved
using curvelet wedges representing vertical activities . These wedges lie in the second
curvelet quadrant (Figure 57). Only, the finer (outer) two curvelet scales are used
for retrieval. Weights for the inner scales were set to zero. Similarly, Horiz datasets
were retrieved using curvelet wedges representing horizontal activities (first curvelet
quadrant). The inner two curvelet scales (coarsest levels) were used for retrieval. Dome
images were retrieved using the outer two curvelet scale and all curvelet directions.
Clear images were retrieved using all curvelet scales and directions.




, of curvelet coefficients magnitude. This cost function is found to
improve the performance of default curvelets in seismic applications [3]. A closer look
into this cost function is going to be provided in the next chapter.
Every image in the dataset was used once as a query image, where the remaining
images were used as testing images. Comparison between unweighted and weighted
versions of adaptive curvelets retrieval performance are shown in Table 7. Unweighted
adaptive curvelets succeed in retrieving the first correct match in nine out of 12
images in the database. Weighted curvelets increase this ratio to 11 out of 12, where
the algorithm matches image Horiz3 with Clear3 and Clear1 instead of the correct
Horiz images.
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Figure 56: Seismic images representing different classes of seismic activities.
Figure 57: Curvelet quadrants.
5.5 Conclusions
New algorithms for texture image retrieval were presented in this chapter. Their
performance was tested on various texture datasets. Our results strongly encourage
the use of periodically extended curvelets despite the increase in computational cost.
Adaptive curvelets were shown to improve default curvelet performance by adapting
curvelet tiles to better represent the image of interest. Adaptive curvelets did also
achieve promising results in retrieving seismic data. To reduce computational costs,
training of adaptive curvelets can be performed prior to receiving image queries.
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In this case, the search for optimal curvelet tiles is going to be performed over a
set of images representing the class of interest. The texture database will consist
of the images representing various material classes along with the optimal curvelet
representation found per class. This work can be extended to video and other three
dimensional datasets. The robustness of mean and standard deviation based feature
vectors can be improved by normalizing their elements by the mean and the standard
deviation of curvelet coefficients in the entire database. An interesting research path





An alternate cost function that substitutes denoising-based curvelet adaptation is pro-
posed in this chapter. The new cost function is based on maximizing the coefficient
of variation of adaptive curvelet coefficients. Experimentally, we have observed that
this cost function achieve results comparable to denosiing-based adaptive curvelets in
seismic datasets. It was also found to achieve better results in the CUReT database
texture classification problem. The proposed cost function eliminates the need for a
training dataset. It also achieves a reduction in computational cost. Seismic exper-
iments run with different sparsity inducing cost functions are presented in the next
section. This is followed by results obtained on the CUReT database. Statistical
properties of seismic and CUReT curvelet representations are going to be presented
next. The chapter concludes with remarks proposing ways to generalize the Cv based
cost function to other datasets.
6.1 Inducing Sparsity in the Seismic Domain
Three sparsity inducing cost functions are tested. These functions are:
1. Minimizing Shannon’s entropy. This measure was used by Coifman et. al. [19]





The number of quantization bins used is 256.
2. Maximizing the Gini index. The Gini index is a measure of economic statistical
dispersion that was recommended for use as a measure of data sparsity in [34].
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It can be described as






N − k + 1/2
N
), (32)
where N is the number of coefficients and c(k) is the k -th coefficient where the
coefficients are sorted so that c1 ≤ c2 ≤ ... ≤ cN . Gini index ranges between
zero and one. A zero Gini index value indicates a vector with equal entries and
one indicates a vector with maximum sparsity.
3. Maximizing the coefficient of variation which is the ratio between the standard
deviation of curvelet’s coefficients vector and its mean value. Mathematically,





where C is the vector of curvelet coefficients. Equation (33) induces sparsity
by setting the mean of curvelet coefficients as close as possible to zero, while
maximizing the standard deviation σ of curvelet coefficients.
The three measures are tested on denoising five seismic data sets of size 550 ×
100. The results obtained are summarized in Table 8. All proposed cost functions
succeed in generating improvements in denoising performance over default curvelets.
The coefficient of variation approach achieves the best results.
Table 8: Average denoising performance of default and adaptive tiling curvelets.
Five seismic data sets of size 550× 100 were used in this experiemnt.
Default Adaptive Curvelets
Curvelets Entropy Gini index Cv
Avg. MSE σ = 1 0.8230 0.4930 0.4934 0.4710
Avg. MSE σ = 1.5 1.3600 0.9196 0.9084 0.8288
The scale locations and angular decomposition vectors found by the Cv optimizer
were very close to the ones generated by denoising based adaptive curvelets. When
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compared to denoising-based adaptive curvelets, Cv based curvelets offer reductions
in computation time by 40%-50%. This reduction can be explained by the lower
computational cost of the coefficient of variation. In each iteration, Cv computation
requires a forward curvelet transform operation. This is followed by low complexity
mathematical computations. In comparison, denoising-based adaptive curvelets re-
quire computing the forward curvelet transform, thresholding, and the inverse curvelet
transform. These operations are also followed by a PSNR calculation. Another ad-
vantage of the Cv based optimizer is that it does eliminate the need for training
datasets.
6.2 CUReT Texture Classification
Next, we report results generated by the Cv adaptive curvelet in the CUReT texture
classification problem that was presented earlier in Section 5.4.2. Table 9 summarizes
retrieval results acquired using seven different algorithms. Details about these algo-
rithms and the cost functions used were presented in Section 5.2 and Section 5.4.3.
Precision at one results indicate that the proposed algorithms succeed in retrieving
one of the correct matches as a first retrieved image. Precision at two (P@2) results
show that the proposed adaptive curvelet methods are able to retrieve 93-96% of the
correct matches in the database. The proposed methods outperform the other algo-
rithms in MAP by a difference of at least 4%. Precision-recall curves for methods
based on LBP, default curvelet, curvelet with periodic extension, denoising and Cv
based adaptive curvelets are shown in Figure 58.
6.3 Coefficients Decay and Directions for Future Research
The success of Cv based adaptive curvelets with seismic datasets and with the CUReT
database did not generalize to other examples. In this section, we present an analysis
of images where the Cv cost function fails to achieve results comparable to denoising
based adaptive curvelets. Curvelet coefficients of these images will be compared with
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Table 9: Performance comparison of the different algorithms used in Cv based image
retrieval.
P@1 P@2 MRR MAP
Gabor features 0.934 0.869 0.962 0.901
Wavelet features 0.967 0.861 0.980 0.924
Default curvelet 0.967 0.861 0.983 0.918
Linear Binary Patterns (LBP) 0.934 0.885 0.959 0.925
Curvelet with periodic extension 1.000 0.934 1.000 0.964
Denoising based adaptive curvelets 1.000 0.951 1.000 0.969
Cv based adaptive curvelets 1.000 0.959 1.000 0.975
Figure 58: Precision-recall curves for five different algorithms used in Cv based image
retrieval.
the curvelet representation of images where the Cv optimizer achieves results similar or
better than denoising-based curvelets. The goal is to better understand this optimizer
and to develop insights for future research generalizing the Cv cost function to work
with general datasets.
In general images where the Cv optimizer works well have lower curvelet coeffi-
cients magnitudes than other images. A sample of the images used in our exper-
iments are shown in Figure 59. All of these images are of size 256 × 256. The
CUReT texture image generates the best performance in texture retrieval results us-
ing the Cv optimizer. The Cv optimizer generates suboptimal results with the fabric
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texture. In denoising experiments, image Barbara achieves optimal results with de-
noising based adaptive experiments. The Cv optimizer generates results worse than
default curvelets. Adaptive curvelets based on Cv generate improvements over default
curvelets in the seismic dataset shown in Figure 59(b).
(a) CUReT texture image (b) Seismic image
(c) Fabric texture image (d) Barbara
Figure 59: The Cv optimizer works well with the images (a) and (b). Suboptimal
results are generated with images (c) and (d).
The behaviour of the Cv optimizer depends on the mean and standard deviation of
curvelet coefficients. Table 10 presents the magnitudes of sorted curvelet coefficients
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for the four images at different coefficients numbers. In these images, default curvelets
generate about 480 × 103 coefficients. When compared with the Fabric image, The
CUReT image has a reduction in the highest curvelet coefficient magnitude by a
factor of 50%. About 40% reduction is noticed between the seismic and Barbara
images. Curvelets coefficients for the CUReT and the seismic image exhibit sharper
tail-decay behaviour. The decay of the coefficients is illustrated in Figure 60 where
coefficients magnitudes for the four images are plotted on a log-log scale. Figure 61
plots coefficients magnitude as a function of the total number of coefficients. The
figures shows that the tails of seismic and CUReT image coefficients decay faster.
Table 10: Default curvelet coefficients magnitudes at different coefficient numbers for
images CUReT, Seismic, Fabric, and Barbara. Coefficient of variation optimization
works well with the first two images and generates suboptimal results for the later
two.
1st 30 × 103-th 300 × 103-th
coefficient coefficient coefficient
CUReT 1114.4 5.0 0.2
Seismic 1679.8 2.5 0.2
Fabric 2038.4 6.5 0.9
Barbara 2942.5 12.5 1.0
Future research is recommended to address adding a weighted variant of the coef-
ficient of variation where the the highest curvelet coefficient does not overpower other
coefficients. Ideas can be borrowed from the analysis of other long tailed problems.
A closer look into convergence properties of the scale search algorithm is likely to
contribute to the development of an improved Cv optimizer. This convergence anal-
ysis should study cases where the coefficient of variation optimizer converges to local
minima.
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Figure 60: Decay of curvelet coefficients for images CUReT, Seismic, Fabric, and
Barbara. The coefficients are plotted using a log-log scale.
Figure 61: Decay of curvelet coefficients for images CUReT, Seismic, Fabric, and





A new approach to designing wavelet and wavelet-like transforms is proposed in this
dissertation. The method relies on adapting transform parameters until the maximum
of a chosen cost function is achieved. The proposed method was designed using the
curvelet transform as the basis algorithm. Curvelet’s default scale locations, angular
decompositions and number of scales were optimized to maximize the performance
of a given cost function. The primary cost function used in this dissertation is the
PSNR of an artificially generated noisy image that was constructed to be denoised
using adaptive curvelets.
The performance of adaptive curvelets was demonstrated using a variety of appli-
cation areas. Applications included in this dissertation include image denoising, and
image reconstruction from a partial set of coefficients.
Next, adaptive curvelets were used in the sparse recovery of subsampled seis-
mic datasets. Results demonstrate performance improvements over default curvelets.
This problem is of importance to the seismic community where the need for en-
hanced seismic images is constantly evolving despite acquisition costs and physical
constraints.
An image similarity index was constructed using adaptive curvelets. It achieved
results outperforming other widely used algorithms. The algorithm was tested us-
ing the CUReT texture dataset, fabric textures from the STex dataset, and granite
datasets. A weighted version of the similarity index was also proposed and used
successfully in the classification of seismic activities.
Finally, an alternate cost function that depends on the coefficient of variation of
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curvelet coefficients was proposed. The proposed cost function eliminates the need for
training datasets. It also reduces computational time by a factor of 40%-50%. The
proposed cost function did achieve results comparable and outperforming denoising-
based adaptive curvelets in seismic applications. More research is needed to generalize
the Cv based optimizer for use with general images.
The success of adaptive curvelets encourages transferring the approach used in
this dissertation to other transforms. Examples of recently introduced wavelet-like
transforms include shearlets, contourlets, and the easy path wavelet transform. De-
pending on the application and the transform used one can vary the adaptation
parameters. For example, controulets use a time-domain implementation that is sim-
ilar to a curvelet setup. The adaptive parameters in this case will be ones that are
essential in such time-domain constructions.
An interesting research problem to study is the design of general free-form trans-
forms where the signal’s activity is broken down into different segments with minimal
structural and transform dependent parameters.
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In this dissertation, we address the problem of adapting frequency domain
tiling using the curvelet transform as the basis algorithm. The optimal tiling, for a
given class of images, is computed using denoising performance as the cost function.
The major adaptations considered are: the number of scale decompositions, angu-
lar decompositions per scale/quadrant, and scale locations. A global optimization
algorithm combining the three adaptations is proposed. Denoising performance of
adaptive curvelets is tested on seismic and face data sets. The developed adaptation
procedure is applied to a number of different application areas. Adaptive curvelets
are used to solve the problem of sparse data recovery from subsampled measurements.
Performance comparison with default curvelets demonstrates the effectiveness of the
adaptation scheme. Adaptive curvelets are also used in the development of a novel
image similarity index. The developed measure succeeds in retrieving correct matches
from a variety of textured materials. Furthermore, we present an algorithm for clas-
sifying different types of seismic activities.
